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HereSpecial Varamakalai. Kalai (Tamil:
????????), or Varma Kalai, is the oldest

and most important of all Tamil
language schools. It is one of several
schools still practiced and maintained
by Tamil teachers in South India. Kalai

teachers are usually known as Kalai
theologians or Kalai shastras. The Kalai
writing system is one of the earliest in

the history of Tamil literature: in its
modern form it is based on the system

used in Tamil before the advent of
Islam.
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-2938, -1678, 22? j**3 + j**2 - 22*j -

3434 What is the c'th term of 972, 970,
966, 954, 940? -2*c**2 + 6*c + 970

What is the r'th term of 3, 8, -15, -78,
-193, -372, -627, -970? -2*r**3 + 13*r -

6 What is the d'th term of -43, -89,
-137, -187, -239? -d**2 - 43*d + 1 What

is the z'th term of -791, -792, -795,
-800, -807, -816, -827? -z**2 + 2*z -

792 What is the v'th term of -339, -718,
-1107, -1512, -1939, -2394, -2883,

-3412? -v**3 - 368*v + 36 What is the
a'th term of -2285, -2249, -2193, -2069,

-1919, -1695? 7*a**3 - a**2 - 2*a -
2289 What is the a'th term of 56, 103,
150, 197, 244? 47*a + 9 What is the

y'th term of -23, -20, -11, 4, 25, 52, 85?
3*y**2 - 6*y - 20 What is the c'th term
of -1261, -2520, -3779, -5038? -1259*c
- 2 What is the v'th term of -64, -251,
-550, -955? -54*v**2 - 9*v + 1 What is
the x'th term of -13, -16, -19, -22, -25?
-3*x - 10 What is the a'th term of 468,

471, 472 c6a93da74d
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